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Objectives: To develop a reliable, reproducible rat model of posterior ischemic optic neuropathy (PION) and study the cellular responses in the optic nerve and retina.

Methods: Posterior ischemic optic neuropathy was induced in adult rats by photochemically induced ischemia. Retinal and optic nerve vasculature was examined by fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran extravasation. Tissue sectioning and immunohistochemistry were used to investigate the pathologic changes. Retinal ganglion cell survival at different times after PION induction, with or without neurotrophic application, was quantified by fluoro-gold retrograde labeling.

Results: Optic nerve injury was confirmed after PION induction, including local vascular leakage, optic nerve edema, and cavernous degeneration. Immunostaining data revealed microglial activation and focal loss of astrocytes, with adjacent astrocytic hypertrophy. Up to 23%, 50%, and 70% retinal ganglion cell loss was observed at 1 week, 2 weeks, and 3 weeks, respectively, after injury compared with a sham control group. Experimental treatment by brain-derived neurotrophic factor and ciliary neurotrophic factor remarkably prevented retinal ganglion cell loss in PION rats. At 3 weeks after injury, more than 40% of retinal ganglion cells were saved by the application of neurotrophic factors.

Conclusions: Rat PION created by photochemically induced ischemia is a reproducible and reliable animal model for mimicking the key features of human PION.

Clinical Relevance: The correspondence between the features of this rat PION model to those of human PION makes it an ideal model to study the pathophysiologic course of the disease, most of which remains to be elucidated. Furthermore, it provides an optimal model for testing therapeutic approaches for optic neuropathies.


SCHEMIC OPTIC NEUROPATHY (ION), a kind of white matter stroke, is the most prevalent type of acute optic neuropathy in people older than 50 years of age. It can be further categorized as anterior ION (AION) and posterior ION (PION), according to the clinical presentation and the distinct sources of blood supply to these 2 portions of the optic nerve. Although less common than AION, PION in clinical practice is a devastating source of irreversible vision loss.

Unlike AION, the pathogenesis and natural history of which have been studied extensively, to our knowledge, PION has remained understudied and poorly understood owing to its low prevalence, variable presentation, and ill-defined diagnostic criteria, although there is a clear association with inducers of ischemia such as prolonged vascular hypotension, arteriosclerosis, atherosclerosis, hemodilution, and orbital and periorbital edema. Histopathologic study of PION has been limited by scarce clinical samples because of the nonfatal nature of the disease. Furthermore, there are no effective treatments proven to either prevent or reverse vision loss from AION or PION. Therefore, developing a reliable, reproducible animal model of PION is of great value to study the evolution of the disease process in vivo as well as to test new therapeutic regimens for neuron protection and axon regeneration.

Photochemically induced ischemic injury to the microvasculature resulting in barrier leakage and thrombosis (photothrombosis) is an effective method for creating regional tissue ischemia. A type 2 photosensitive dye such as erythrosin B injected into the vascular circulation can be activated to produce reactive singlet molecular oxygen, which peroxidizes the vascular endothelium, resulting in acute vasogenic edema, and concomitant ad-
herence and aggregation of platelets, leading to fibrin-free but stable occlusive thrombus formation.9-11 The local ischemia produced by thrombosis is greatly exacerbated by the accompanying vasogenic edema owing to mechanical compression and occlusion of nonphotothrombosed microvasculature, which progresses to depths beyond the penetration of the light beam.9-13 This method was originally developed to create rat models of small vessel thrombosis in the brain9-11 and later in the spinal cord.12,13 More recently, photochemically induced ischemia was applied to establish a rodent model of AION,14 which creates white matter (optic nerve head) ischemia; gray matter (retinal) ischemia is possible in the AION model if animals are intensely irradiated. To our knowledge, no reliable model of PION has yet been reported.

In the present study, we developed a novel rat model of PION by selectively inducing ischemia in the retrobulbar optic nerve. Here, we examine the unique neuronal and glial responses to PION and explore the role for neurotrophic factors in preventing the death of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs).

METHODS

All animal procedures were approved by the University of Miami institutional animal care and use committee, and they were performed in accordance with the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Visual Research. Adult male Sprague-Dawley (SD) or Wistar rats (150-250 g; Harlan Laboratories) were anesthetized prior to all surgical procedures by an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine hydrochloride, 60 mg/kg, and xylazine hydrochloride, 8 mg/kg, according to their body weight. After surgery, animals were allowed to recover on a heating pad and were given subcutaneous injections of buprenorphine hydrochloride, 0.01 mg/kg, twice a day for 3 consecutive days to minimize discomfort.

LASER IRRADIATION SYSTEM

The laser irradiation system (Figure 1) consisting of the following components was mounted on a 0.5-m optical rail: (1) a 532-nm Nd:YAG laser (model LRS-532-KM-200-3; Laser-glow; Figure 1A) with output beam originating 35 cm from the
subject rat’s head and operating at a maximum continuous power of 135 mW; (2) a custom-made 4-hole brass shim disk used as a beam chopper, rotating at 250 Hz and duty cycle of 15% (Figure 1B); (3) a mechanical shutter and corresponding shutter drive timer (model SD-10; AAM Vincent Associates; Figure 1C); (4) a 25-cm local length spherical lens (CV1/Melles-Griot; Figure 1D) located 19 cm from the optic nerve, which focuses the beam onto the target nerve tissue after surgical exposure; and (3) a right-angle prism located 10 cm above the surgical platform to redirect the beam downward onto the optic nerve (Figure 1E, arrow). Proper beam placement was ensured by a weak aiming beam produced from the full-power beam, by spatially filtering it through a 100-μm diameter hole drilled in the closed shutter blade (Figure 1C). The resultant beam (0.1% of incident intensity) appeared as a green spot on the optic nerve.

After intravenous erythrosin B dye injection, an orange-colored safety filter was inserted into the beam path by means of a foot switch, which also triggered the onset of full-power laser irradiation by opening the mechanical beam shutter after a delay of 1 second. Exposure times were preset using a shutter drive timer. The peak irradiation intensity focused on the nerve (diameter 550 μm by histology) was 107 W/cm² with an average chopped beam intensity of 16 W/cm². Irradiation with a chopped high-peak intensity laser beam facilitates effective neural perfusion with high molecular weight fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran (2 × 10⁶ MW; Sigma-Aldrich) by a method similar to that described previously. Control animals and animals 1 hour after PION induction were terminally anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine. The left ventricle was rapidly perfused with 50 mL of phosphate-buffered saline followed by 20 mL of fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran, 5 mg/mL. The animals were euthanized and their eyes dissected and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 2 hours. Retinas and optic nerves were collected, flat mounted with mounting medium, and photographed.

RETROGRADE LABELING AND SURVIVAL QUANTIFICATION OF RGCs

Retrograde labeling with fluorogold (FG; fluorochrome) was completed 1 week before PION induction to study RGC survival. The method has been described previously. In brief, the animals were anesthetized and the skull was exposed by a midline incision. Bilateral 2-mm diameter craniostomies were placed 0.5 mm posterolateral to the sagittal and transverse sutures. A small piece of gelfoam (Gelfoam, USP) soaked in 4% FG was then placed on the surface of the superior colliculus. The incision was then sutured closed.

At fixed points (between 1 hour and 3 weeks after PION induction, depending on the experiment), acutely euthanized rats were perfused with 4% PFA and the eyes and optic nerves were removed. A suture marked the superior edge of the eyes for orientation and tissues were postfixed with 4% PFA for 2 hours at room temperature. Retinas were flat mounted in mounting medium (H-1000; Vector) on glass slides. Confocal images were taken with a confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica DM 6000B; Leica Biosystems) and a ×40 magnification oil-immersion lens. The imaging and quantification were performed in a masked fashion. The methods used for these procedures were adopted from previous studies. Briefly, the retinas were divided into 4 quadrants (superior, inferior, temporal, and nasal) and each quadrant was subdivided into 3 areas (central, middle, and peripheral), which were 1, 2, and 3 mm from the optic nerve head, respectively. One digital micrograph was randomly taken from each of the 12 fields. Thus, 12 images were quantified per retina.

Fluorogold-positive cells were counted manually in a masked fashion and presented as cells per millimeter squared in each region of the retina. Microglia and macrophages, which may have incorporated FG after phagocytosis of dying RGCs, were excluded based on morphology. Whole retinal RGC density was estimated using the formula: \( \frac{(D_e + 3D_{at} + 5D_i)}{9} \), where \( D_c \), \( D_{at} \), and \( D_i \) represent densities of the central, middle, and peripheral regions, respectively. Each group contained at least 4 rats for obtaining mean densities.

INTRAVITREAL INJECTIONS OF BDNF AND CNTF

Neurotrophic factors were applied to SD rats at different times after PION induction. Intravitreal injections were performed just posterior to the pars plana with a 31-gauge needle (Hamilton) connected to a 5-μL Hamilton syringe. Care was taken not to damage the lens. The control group received no intravitreal injection; the other groups received a 5 μg/3 μL injection of either brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) or ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) at either 3 days or in a series of repeated injections at 3, 7, and 14 days after PION induction.
ANTEROGRADE LABELING

Intravitreal injections of 1-μL cholera toxin subunit B (CT-B Alexa Fluor 594, 10 μg/μL; C-22841; Invitrogen) were performed 2 days before euthanasia. Optic nerves were dissected and postfixed in 4% PFA for 2 hours, followed by 20% sucrose dehydration at 4°C overnight. Longitudinal cryosections (20 μm) were made of the entire optic nerve and imaged with a ×20 magnification objective.

TISSUE PREPARATION AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS

For histologic examination, animals were euthanized 3, 7, 14, and 21 days after PION induction. Optic nerves were extracted and postfixed in 4% PFA for 2 hours before embedding in paraffin. Longitudinal sections of 5-μm thickness were cut and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

After euthanasia by 4% PFA perfusion, optic nerves from 1, 4, 7, 14, and 21 days post–PION induction were postfixed in 4% PFA for 2 hours and then kept in 20% sucrose at 4°C overnight for cryosectioning and immunostaining. Longitudinal cryosections (10 μm) were mounted onto glass slides. The slides were blocked for 30 minutes in a 20% goat serum and 0.2% Triton X-100 antibody buffer and then incubated at 4°C overnight for cryosectioning and immunostaining. Longitudinal cryosections (10 μm) were mounted onto glass slides. The slides were blocked for 30 minutes in a 20% goat serum and 0.2% Triton X-100 antibody buffer and then incubated at 4°C overnight for cryosectioning and immunostaining.

Primary antibodies were detected with Alexa 594 fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:500; Invitrogen) for 2 hours at room temperature. Tissues were mounted with 4’6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)—containing medium after rinsing and imaged using a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM 700; Zeiss).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All data were analyzed with 1-way analysis of variance or t test using SPSS version 20.0 (SPSS Inc) and graphed using Microsoft Office Excel 2010. All data are displayed as means and standard error of the mean (SEM). Significance is represented with an asterisk.

RESULTS

EFFECT OF PION ON VASCULATURE OF THE OPTIC NERVE AND RETINA

We first examined the clinical appearance of the optic nerve and retina following photochemically induced ischemic optic nerve injury. Before illumination, we observed a network of microvessels on the pial surface surrounding the optic nerve (Figure 2A). Illumination with the aiming beam produced a small green spot that enveloped the optic nerve diameter (Figure 2B). Under laser illumination without erythrosin B (sham-treated animals), no fluorescence was observed. However, after intravenous injection of erythrosin B, an orange fluorescent spot was visible during laser illumination.
(Figure 2C). Immediately after PION induction, we occasionally observed slight hemorrhage in the area of illumination, indicating vascular leakage (Figure 2D). The vessels in the sham-treated animals were still intact after illumination, suggesting that vascular leakage was caused by photochemical injury and not from the thermal energy of the laser.

We investigated the retinas immediately as well as at 4, 7, 14, and 28 days following the induction of PION. Compared with the normal eyes, no obvious visible changes to the optic nerve head, such as edema or reduction of blood flow, were present through these examinations (Figure 2E). This result is consistent with human PION, in which the optic disc and retina appear normal on examination in the early stage of the disease.

We next explored the specificity of vascular obstruction after PION induction, by perfusion of fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran. In both normal control and sham-treated animals, interconnected capillaries were observed in a network surrounding the optic nerve with no visible leakage of fluorescence (Figure 3A). In contrast, at 1 hour after PION induction, optic nerve vessels in the lesion area showed fluorescein dye leakage (Figure 3C, arrow). This plasma leakage was consistent with the hemorrhage occasionally observed following PION induction. The central retinal vessels and choroidal capillaries in both the sham-treated (Figure 3B) and PION-injured (Figure 3D) eyes appeared normal, without any leakage or interruption, indicating that the PION procedure interfered only with the circulation to the optic nerve.

**OPTIC NERVE HISTOLOGY AFTER PION**

We next explored local changes in the optic nerve after PION. Optic nerves from both the contralateral control...
(erythrosin B only) and sham-treated animals demonstrated normal histology with optic nerve axons in a typical highly structured configuration (Figure 4A and D). By 3 days after PION, the lesioned area in the posterior portion of the optic nerve was swollen and the cellular architecture of the nerve in the infarct core was disrupted (Figure 4B). Nerve fiber bundles were edematous with swollen cells and cystic degeneration (Figure 4E, arrows). The optic nerve appeared grossly normal at the proximal and distal border of the lesion site. Two and 3 weeks after ischemic injury, optic nerves of the ischemic animals displayed further cavernous degeneration and atrophy (Figure 4C and F, arrow). Similar features were observed previously in the photochemically injured spinal cord.12,13

AXON DEGENERATION AND GLIAL ACTIVATION AFTER PION

Anterograde labeling of RGC axons with CTB-594 was used to estimate axon degeneration after PION. Three weeks after PION induction, axonal fluorescence appeared weaker in the PION-lesioned area (Figure 5B, arrow) compared with proximal optic nerve tissue and sham-treated animals (Figure 5A). Loss of glial fibrillary acidic protein–positive astrocytes in the lesioned area (Figure 5D, arrowheads) was observed in the same point. Furthermore, hypertrophy of astrocyte processes was obvious in areas adjacent to the lesion (Figure 5D, arrows). The hypercellularity in the lesion zone noted with DAPI nuclear staining (Figure 5F, arrow) was associated with dramatic upregulation of ED1 staining (Figure 5H), reflecting microglial/macrophage recruitment and activation.23

We next explored the course of local and distal activation of microglia/macrophages after optic nerve ischemia. Throughout the optic nerve of control rats, ED1-labeled cells were detected only rarely (Figure 6A). At 1 day after PION induction, an accumulation of ED1-positive microglia/macrophages was observed in the optic nerve (Figure 6D). The number of ED1-positive cells was highest in the infarct core and decreased with distance. Higher magnification showed ED1-positive cells with ameboid morphology (Figure 6G, arrows). At 4 days after PION induction, ED1-positive microglia/macrophages in the lesion area were more numerous than those at 1 day and displayed an activated, phagocytic morphology (Figure 6J). ED1-positive cells were also scattered throughout the peri-ischemic region (Figure 6J, arrows). By 2 weeks, in most animals, the number of ED1-positive cells had decreased in the infarct core (Figure 6M).

In the distal region of the degenerating optic nerve, no ED1-positive cells were detected at 1 day and 4 days after PION (data not shown). By 1 week after PION, ED1-positive cells appeared in the distal optic nerve (Figure 7A, arrows), and a few were even observed in the optic chiasm (Figure 7G, arrows). By 3 weeks after PION, more ED1-positive cells appeared in the distal optic nerve (Figure 7D) and optic chiasm (Figure 7J). No ED1-positive cells were observed in the contralateral optic nerve (Figure 7G and J, asterisk). Thus, microglial/macrophage activation follows PION initially in the infarct core and later in the distal optic nerve.

RGC SURVIVAL AFTER PION INDUCTION

We next asked what was the course of RGC death following ischemic injury to axons. Quantifications of FG-positive cells in PION and control retinas (n=4 animals) were used to estimate RGC survival. After PION, there was a progressive, time-dependent loss of RGCs. At 1 week after injury, RGC number decreased by 23% (Figure 8D; mean [SEM], 1720 [50] RGCs/mm2 in the sham-treated group vs 1322 [39] RGCs/mm2 in the PION group). This reduction reached 50% by 2 weeks after PION (Figure 8D; mean [SEM], 1794 [94] RGCs/mm2 in the sham-treated group vs 999 [212] RGCs/mm2 in the PION group). At 3 weeks, almost 70% of the RGCs were lost when compared with control subjects (Figure 8D; mean [SEM], 1663 [93] RGCs/mm2 in the sham-treated group vs 560 [131] RGCs/mm2 in the PION group). Differences at each point were statistically significant (1-way analysis of variance; P <.001). However, no significant change in the num-
ber of RGCs between normal control animals and sham-treated animals was found (Figure 8D), implying that PION-induced RGC loss was elicited by the combination of erythrosin B and laser irradiation, rather than thermal energy from the laser alone. The line graph in Figure 8E shows the RGC survival rate at different points after injury in the central, middle, and peripheral regions of the retina. During the first week following PION induction, significantly more RGC loss was observed in the central and middle retinas than in the peripheral retina.

We also assessed RGC survival at different points after PION in the superior and inferior regions of the retina. In SD rats, the mosaic image of the whole-retina flat mount revealed a decline in RGC number throughout the retina (Figure 9B). No statistical difference was found in RGC survival between the superior and inferior portions of the retina in SD rats at any point (1, 2, or 3 weeks) after injury (Figure 9D). Interestingly, in Wistar rats, which we examined at 2 weeks after PION, RGC loss was primarily in the superior portion of the retina, whereas other portions of the retina remained relatively unaffected (Figure 9C and E; mean [SEM], 316 [113] RGCs/mm² in the superior portion vs 1011 [70] RGCs/mm² in the inferior portion of the retina). Thus, the region of RGC loss may be correlated with the side of the optic nerve treated with the ischemic lesion, but this is dependent on the strain tested, presumably owing to relative levels of optic nerve axon retinotopy.

**EFFECT OF NEUROTROPHIC FACTORS ON RGC SURVIVAL AFTER PION**

To assess the effect of neurotrophic factors on RGC survival in vivo, CNTF or BDNF was administered at 3 days after PION. Animals were euthanized 3 weeks after PION. The number of surviving RGCs in animals with a single neurotrophic factor injection was slightly increased but was not statistically significantly different from that in retinas that received an injection of phosphate-buffered saline (data not shown). We then tested whether mu-
multiple injections (at 3, 7, and 14 days after injury) of CNTF or BDNF significantly enhanced RGC survival. We found that both CNTF and BDNF rescued more than 40% of RGCs normally lost at 3 weeks after PION induction (Figure 10 and Table). Thus, repeated exogenous neurotrophic support was able to prevent RGC loss after ischemic axon injury.

In the present study, we report on a novel model of rodent PION and use it to test the potential of 2 neurotrophic factors for neuroprotection in this optic neuropathy. To our knowledge, this is the first animal model that mimics human PION, as it displays many of the cardinal pathologic features of human PION including focal edema, swollen axons, and ballooned myelin sheaths, followed by axonal loss and cavernous degeneration, glial activation, and delayed RGC death. Although the induction of ischemia in this model was produced by peroxidative endothelial damage induced by singlet oxygen generated from activated erythrosin B, it is similar to human nonarteritic PION in creating local thrombosis and vasoergic edema.

Figure 8. Temporal characterization of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) survival after posterior ischemic optic neuropathy (PION). Retinal ganglion cells retrograde labeled with fluorogold and representative images of flat mounted retinal segments approximately 2 mm from the optic disk are shown (A-C). In the normal control (A) and sham-treated (B, laser only/no erythrosin B) eyes, RGCs are labeled with punctate fluorescence. C, Two weeks after PION induction, the number of fluorogold-labeled RGCs is markedly reduced. Some of the ameboid, densely fluorescent cells are microglia, which phagocytes fluorogold from dead RGCs (arrowheads). D, RGC quantification demonstrated no difference in the number of fluorogold-labeled RGCs between normal control animals and sham-treated animals at different points after surgery. However, the number of fluorogold-labeled RGCs is decreased in a time-dependent manner after PION induction. These decreases are statistically significant (error bars indicate mean [standard error of the mean]; *P<.001; 1-way analysis of variance; n=4 animals per group). E, RGC survival rate at different points after injury in the central, middle, and peripheral areas of the retina. Scale bar=100 µm.

Figure 9. Spatial characterization of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) death after posterior ischemic optic neuropathy (PION) induction. Representative mosaic images of whole flat mounted retinas are shown (A-C). At 2 weeks after PION induction, a decreased number of fluorogold-labeled RGCs is detected throughout the retina (B) compared with the contralateral retina (A) in Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats. C, In Wistar rats, a dramatic decrease of fluorogold-labeled RGCs is restricted to the superior portion of the retina 2 weeks after PION induction. The spread of fluorogold-positive cells is confirmed by counting those cells in the superior and inferior portions of the retina (D and E). D, RGC death was uniform throughout the retina at different points in SD rats. E, In Wistar rats, RGC density in the superior portion of the retina is significantly less than in the inferior portion at 2 weeks after PION (error bars indicate mean [standard error of the mean]; *P<.001; t test comparing superior and inferior retinas within each strain; n=3 animals per group). Scale bar =1000 µm.

Figure 10. Effect of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) or ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) on retinal ganglion cell (RGC) survival at 3 weeks after posterior ischemic optic neuropathy (PION) induction. The average density of surviving fluorogold-positive RGCs in the central, middle, and peripheral regions of the retina after PION and multiple intravitreal injections of BDNF or CNTF is shown. In animals receiving 3 injections (days 3, 7, and 14), BDNF and CNTF both significantly enhance RGC survival (error bars indicate mean [standard error of the mean]; *P<.001; 1-way analysis of variance, BDNF or CNTF compared with the PION-only group; n=4 animals per group).
alone (eg, in sham-treated eyes) nor erythrosin B applied without the laser (eg, in contralateral eyes) produced any local damage or retrograde RGC death, demonstrating the focal specificity of the insult. Future efforts to characterize the model using measurement tools analogous to those used in humans such as optical coherence tomography, electroretinogram, and visually evoked potentials are warranted.

After PION induction, there was a rapid interruption of retrobulbar optic nerve vascular circulation and leakage from injured vessels. Edema in the infarcted area of the optic nerve was apparent at 3 days after injury. By putting pressure on the optic nerve—which may have limited its ability to expand in response to this edema, creating a compartment syndrome—regional tissue pressure increased and amplified the ischemia through the compression of intrinsic optic nerve blood vessels. Although axon collapse and optic nerve atrophy were evident at 2 weeks after injury, the anterior portion of the optic nerve was free of edema and had normal coloration and vascular filling. These findings are consistent with early stage clinical features in patients with PION. It is interesting to note that our model is different from a previous rodent AION model. In that model, focal retinal ischemia may occur close to the optic nerve. In addition, AION also causes pale and swollen optic nerve heads, which are typical clinical presentations in patients with AION but are absent in our model and in clinical PION.

Increasing evidence suggests that immune responses play an important role in ischemic stroke of the central nervous system. Both ischemia and the subsequent cell death can induce activation of microglial and macrophage cells. In our study, microglia/macrophages became activated and accumulated in the infarct core early after PION induction and then gradually decreased, except in some animals where strong microglial reactivity persisted only in the lesion center. These temporal changes match earlier ischemic studies of the brain and anterior optic nerve. A previous histopathologic study of human ischemic optic neuropathy also revealed similar cellular inflammation, in which swollen macrophages had infiltrated edematous nerve fiber bundles.

Most research regarding immune response in the pathogenesis of experimental retinal and optic neuropathies have focused on the optic nerve head and proximal optic nerve. However, some evidence suggests that the distal portion of the optic nerve may also be affected.

In the current study, we observed microglial activation in the distal optic nerve and optic chiasm in a course spreading posteriorly between 7 days and 3 weeks after ischemic injury. This late microglial activation may serve multiple roles, including engulfment of deleterious debris from degenerating axons, and secretion of neurotrophic factors. These combined roles may contribute to an attempt at the regeneration of damaged tissue. On the other hand, microglia may also exert neurotoxic effects by releasing reactive oxygen species, nitric oxide, or inflammatory cytokines, which may mediate neuronal damage. Therefore, finding ways to regulate microglial activation to maximize beneficial effects may be critical to neuroprotective and regenerative therapies. Our model provides a new platform for testing such strategies following ischemic damage.

It has been reported that the pattern and course of RGC loss as well as the RGC response to neurotrophic factors are quite distinct in different kinds of nerve injury. In the present study, we investigated the magnitude and temporal course of RGC loss in this model and tested whether neurotrophic factors could also help to rescue RGCs after optic nerve ischemia. An interesting finding in this study was that 1 week postinjury, RGCs in the central and middle retina decreased significantly in SD rats, whereas very little RGC loss was observed in the periphery retina. This is similar to the visual field defect often seen in patients with PION. This may be due to the characteristic organization of blood supply to optic nerve axons. The posterior portion of rat optic nerve is supplied by peripheral centrifugal capillaries formed by the pial vascular plexus, similar to that in humans. That renders human macular fibers, which lie in the central part of the optic nerve, and central vision more susceptible to ischemic damage than the peripheral axons that subserve peripheral vision. Although rodents do not have maculae, our findings suggest that in SD rats, axons of RGCs in the central retina may also lie in the central part of the optic nerve. Interestingly, in SD rats, RGC loss following PION induction was uniform across the retina at 2 to 3 weeks. However, in Wistar rats, RGC loss was mainly restricted to the superior part of the retina. Taken together, these results suggest that a degree of retinotopic organization may exist in the posterior optic nerve of Wistar but not SD rats. This is not directly comparable with previous studies on a rodent model of AION, which showed a regional pattern of RGC death more likely attributable to how the AION induction regionally af-

### Table. Regional Percentages of RGC Survival at 3 Weeks Post-PION Induction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retinal Area</th>
<th>Survival</th>
<th>Rescue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; CNTF, ciliary neurotrophic factor; PION, posterior ischemic optic neuropathy; RGC, retinal ganglion cell.

*Survival = Experimental group / Control group.*

*Rescue = SurvivalBDNF−CNTF / SurvivalBDNF.*
fected local RGC axons at the optic nerve head.45-47 Importantly, the Wistar rat may provide an opportunity to use this model in the future as a testing ground for therapeutics, as each retina has its own control area lacking RGC degeneration.

Compared with other optic nerve trauma models widely used in research on RGC protection and optic nerve regeneration, such as optic nerve crush and transection, RGC loss in our model was slower. Traumatic models disrupt the normal optic nerve architecture and supportive environment, which may result in more rapid and severe RGC death.48 This optic nerve ischemic model selectively thromboses small vessels, as in the spinal cord,12,13 and may preserve more normal optic nerve architecture and its associated supportive environment such as anti-apoptotic and progrowth signals. In our PION model, RGCs died in a course such that after 3 weeks, almost 30% of RGCs still survived. In other traumatic models, such as optic nerve crush or transection, more than 90% of RGCs died within 2 weeks.49 This prolongation of RGC death suggests that there may be an extended period where RGCs may be rescued by neuroprotective strategies following ischemic injury.

Neurotrophic factors such as BDNF, neurotrophin-3, basic fibroblast growth factor, and CNTF have been shown to enhance the survival of RGCs in several optic nerve injury models.46,50 However, there is less information regarding their ability to prevent RGC loss induced by ischemic optic neuropathy. Here, we found that multiple applications of BDNF or CNTF significantly increased RGC survival in SD rats 3 weeks after PION. Although BDNF has shown potent neuronal protection effects in many animal experiments, it did not show efficacy in a pilot study of peripheral neuropathy when tested in humans.51 The lack of effect in human trials may be the result of BDNF binding to p75NTR, which may promote cell death.52,53 In our ischemic optic neuropathy model, CNTF showed even better efficacy than BDNF, suggesting that it may also be an effective treatment to improve the visual function of patients with PION. Currently, there is a phase 1 clinical trial testing the effect of CNTF in patients with ischemic optic neuropathy (clinicaltrials.gov Identifier: NCT01411657).

It is not clear whether neurotrophic factors can affect long-term RGC neuroprotection. Some studies have shown that neurotrophic factors only delay, instead of fully prevent, RGC death.52,53 For example, after severe optic nerve crush, multiple applications of BDNF increased RGC survival at 20 days but less so by 1 month.52 On the other hand, long-term survival of RGCs after optic nerve crush was observed with chronic delivery of CNTF using adeno-associated viral vectors.54 Therefore, different patterns of optic nerve injury and neurotrophic factor administration may result in distinct responses of RGCs to such treatment. Although we cannot conclude whether RGC loss in our model has been stabilized or only delayed by neurotrophic factor administration, even such delay might be valuable to help RGC survival in acute ischemia before vascular flow can be restored or collateral circulation recruited. Longer-term observations of neurotrophic or other strategies in this relevant model should address such questions.

In summary, we have developed a reliable and reproducible rodent PION model, in which retinal and optic nerve changes occurring after optic nerve stroke are similar to key features of human PION. Multiple application of BDNF or CNTF could mitigate RGC loss in this model, indicating potential application in clinical patients. Our model provides a novel platform for future research on detailed pathogenesis and molecular changes in PION and can be further optimized for preclinical drug screening of interventional agents against PION as well as other central nervous system ischemic diseases.
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